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In
In two
two experiments,
experiments, we
we examined
examined the
the possibility
possibility that
that the
the human
human vestibulo-ocular
vestibulo-ocular reflex
reflex (VOR)
(VOR) is
is
subject to
subject
to dual adaptation (the
(the ability
ability to
to adapt
adapt to
to aa sensory
sensory rearrangement
rearrangement more
more rapidly
rapidly and/or
and/or more
more
completely
completely after
after repeated
repeated experience
experience with
with it) and
and adaptive generalization (the
(the ability
ability to
to adapt
adapt more
more
dual adaptation
adaptation training).
training), In
In Experiment
Experiment 1,
1,
readily
readily to
to aa novel
novel sensory
sensory rearrangement
rearrangement as
as aa result
result ofprior
ofprior dual
the
the subjects
subjects actively
actively turned
tumed the
the head
head during
during alternating
alternating exposure
exposure to
to aa visual-vestibular
visual-vestibular rearrangement
rearrangement
0.5) and
and the
the normal
normal situation
situation (target/head
(target/head gain
gain == 0.0).
0.0). These
These conditions
conditions produced
produced
(target/head
(target/head gain
gain == 0.5)
both adaptation
both
adaptation and
and dual
dual adaptation
adaptation of
ofthe
the VOR
VOR but
but no
no evidence
evidence of
of adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalizatioR when
when tested
tested
1.0. Experiment
2, in
0.5 gain
Experiment 2,
in which
which exposure
exposure to
to the
the 0.5
gain entailed
entailed externally
externally con
con
with
with aa target/head
target/head gain
gain of
of 1.0.
(Le., passive)
VOR adaptation
adaptation but
but no
no dual
dual adaptation.
adaptation. As
As in
in Ex
Ex
trolled
trolled (i.e.,
passive) whole
whole body
body rotation,
rotation, resulted
resulted in
in VOR
1, no
periment 1,
periment
no evidence
evidence of
of adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization was
was found.
found.

is an
an open-Ioop
open-loop com
com
The
The vestibulo-ocular
vestibulo-ocular reflex
reflex (VOR)
(VOR) is
pensatory
pensatory system
system that
that is
is largely
largely responsible
responsible for
for stabiliz
stabiliz
ing
ing the
the retinal
retinal image
image during
during rotational
rotational head
head movements.
movements.
The
The eyes
eyes are
are driven
driven by
by semicircular
semicircular canal
canal efferents
efferents in
in the
the
direction
direction opposite
opposite head
head rotation,
rotation, with
with an
an eye/head
eye/head gain
gain
of about
of
about .84
.84 during
during passive
passive rotation
rotation (Collewijn,
(Collewijn, Martins,
Martins,
operates in conjunc
& Steinman, 1983).1
1983).' The VOR often operates
mechanisms-in particular,
particular,
tion with
tion
with other
other stabilization
stabilization mechanisms-in
the visually
the
visually induced
induced optokinetic
optokinetic reflex,
reflex, which
which allow
allow oc
oc
ular compensation
ular
compensation for
for head
head movement
movement to
to be
be nearly
nearly per
per
= .94;
.94; Collewijn
Collewijn et
et aI.,
1983).
fect (eye/head
fect
(eye/head gain
gain =
al., 1983).
Because the
Because
the VOR
VOR is
is driven
driven by
by the
the vestibular
vestibular system,
system, it
it
can
can be
be isolated
isolated for
for study
study by
by removing
removing all
all visual
visual stimuli
stimuli
observer
server in
in the
the dark).
dark). Measured
Measured
(i.e.,
(i.e., by
by rotating
rotating the
the ob
VOR gains
VOR
gains vary
vary widely
widely among
among individuals,
individuals, both
both human
human
of
and
and monkey,
monkey, and
and are
are known
known to
to be
be influenced
influenced by
by level
level of
alertness and
alertness
and whether
whether head
head rotation
rotation is
is active
active or
or passive
passive
& Guedry,
Guedry, 1988).
1988).
(see, e.g.,
(see,
e.g., Jell,
Jell, Stockwell,
Stockwell, Turnispeed,
Turnispeed, &
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Active bodily
Active
bodily rotation
rotation in
in the
the dark
dark produces
produces aa VOR
VOR gain
gain
of about
of
about .96,
.96, as
as compared
compared with
with the
the .84
.84 gain
gain reported
reported by
by
Collewijn et
Collewijn
et al.
al. (1983)
(1983) for
for passive
passive rotation.
rotation. The
The primary
primary
of aa vestibularly
vestibularly driven
driven oculomotor
oculomotor system
system is
is
advantage
advantage of
rapid response
response time
time (i.e.,
(i.e., the
the very
very short
short
its extremely
its
extremely rapid
phase lag
phase
lag between
between head
head turning
turning and
and compensatory
compensatory eye
eye
movements). The
movements).
The vestibular
vestibular signal
signal stabilizes
stabilizes the
the visual
visual
of the
the error
error signal
signal that
that
field by
field
by greatly
greatly reducing
reducing the
the size
size of
remains to
remains
to be
be addressed
addressed by
by the
the optokinetic
optokinetic system.
system. An
An
important reason
important
reason for
for the
the shorter
shorter latency
latency is
is the
the fact
fact that
that
vestibular receptors
vestibular
receptors respond
respond somewhat
somewhat faster
faster than
than visual
visual
receptors.
receptors.
ofthe
the VOR
VOR is
is the
the experi
experi
The perceptual
The
perceptual concomitant
concomitant of
of an
an essentially
essentially stable
stable visual
visual world
world during
during head
head
ence of
ence
movements. When
movements.
When the
the VOR
VOR and
and other
other mechanisms
mechanisms fail
fail
to stabilize
to
stabilize the
the visual
visual field
field completely,
completely, as
as when
when one
one rap
rap
head while
while viewing
viewing very
very small
small visual
visual
idly
idly moves
moves the
the head
stimuli in
stimuli
in an
an otherwise
otherwise dark
dark setting
setting or
or when
when confronted
confronted
with experimentally
with
experimentally altered
altered target-head
target-head gains,
gains, apparent
is said
said to
to be
be occurring
occurring (Tietz
(Tietz &
& Gogel,
Gogel,
concomitant motion is
1978).
1978).

Adaptation of
Adaptation
of the
the Vestibulor-Ocular
Vestibulor-Ocular Reflex
Reflex
It has
It
has been
been known
known since
since Ronne
Ronne (1923)
(1923) that
that the
the pri
pri
marily open-loop
marily
open-loop VOR
VOR system
system has
has aa flexible
flexible aspect
aspect that
that
allows
allows for
for adjustments
adjustments in
in gain
gain (eye/head
(eye/head velocity)
velocity) when
when
confronted
confronted with
with visual-vestibular
visual-vestibular conflicts,
conflicts, also
also referred
referred
to
to as
as dysmetria. These
These perturbations
perturbations can
can be
be either
either natu
natu
rally
rally or
or artificially
artificially induced.
induced. Thus,
Thus, maturational
maturational changes
changes
in
in eye
eye and
and head
head size,
size, neural
neural trauma,
trauma, experimentally
experimentally imim
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posed optical
posed
optical distortions,
distortions, and
and altered
altered vestibular
vestibular environ
environ
ments
ments all
all result
result in
in adaptive
adaptive changes
changes in
in the
the effective
effective VOR
VOR
gain
to maintain
maintain optimum
optimum rotatory
rotatory compensation.
compensation.
gain that
that help
help to
Adaptation
ofmuch
Adaptation to
altered VOR
VOR has
has been
been the
the subject
subject ofmuch
to altered
research,
which dysmetria
dysmetria
in which
research, primarily
primarily by
by experiments
experiments in
has
has been
been introduced
introduced by
by systematically
systematically altering
altering the
the visual
visual
stimulus
stimulus relative
relative to
to head
head position.
position. For
For example,
example, early
early re
re
search
search (e.g.,
(e.g., Collewijn
Collewijn et
et al.,
al., 1983)
1983) often
often used
used magnifying
magnifying
goggles
goggles to
produce the
the visual-vestibular
visual-vestibular conflict,
conflict, since
since
to produce
optical
optical magnification
magnification necessitates
necessitates changes
changes in
in the
the amount
amount
of
of compensatory
compensatory eye
eye movement
movement necessary
necessary to
to stabilize
stabilize the
the
visual
visual environment
environment during
during rotary
rotary head
head movements.
movements.
Recent
Recent technological
technological advances
advances have
have made
made it
it possible
possible
to
to create
create the
the necessary
necessary conditions
conditions for
for VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation
by
by using
using aa computer
computer to
to generate
generate visual
visual stimuli
stimuli that
that are
are
coordinated
coordinated with
with head
head movements.
movements. A
A typical
typical protocol
protocol
might
might entail
entail causing
causing aa visual
visual stimulus
stimulus to
to move
move in
in tandem
tandem
with
with head
head motion
motion (target/head
(target/head gain
gain =
= 1.0).
1.0). This
This stabi
stabi
the target,
target, relative
relative to
to head
head position,
position, requires
requires
lization of
lization
of the
that the
that
the observer
observer null
null the
the VOR
VOR completely
completely if
if retinal
retinal sta
sta
bilization of
bilization
of the
the image
image is
is to
to be
be achieved.
achieved. Under
Under experi
experi
mental conditions,
mental
conditions, it
it is
is possible
possible to
to produce
produce substantial
substantial
VOR gain
VOR
gain adaptation
adaptation in
in less
less than
than aminute
a minute of
of exposure
exposure to
to
experimentally imposed
experimentally
imposed dysmetria,
dysmetria, especially
especially if
if head
head
movements are
movements
are restricted
restricted to
to aa single
single frequency
frequency (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g.,
Melvill
Melvill Jones,
Jones, 1985).
1985).
Despite
Despite the
the demonstrable
demonstrable plasticity
plasticity of
of the
the VOR
VOR gain,
gain,
is usually
process. That
That is,
is,
usually assumed
assumed to
to be
be aa unimodal process.
it
it is
it
it has
has been
been claimed
claimed that
that adaptive
adaptive changes
changes in
in gain
gain are
are re
re
flected
flected in
in the
the neural
neural structures
structures that
that mediate
mediate the
the actual
actual
compensatory process
compensatory
process and
and that
that there
there is,
is, therefore,
therefore, no
no
unique neural
unique
neural structure
structure where
where vestibular-ocular
vestibular-ocular relations
relations
are stored
are
stored besides
besides those
those currently
current1y operating
operating to
to control
control the
the
adaptive
adaptive process
process (Howard,
(Howard, 1982).
1982). Presumably,
Presumably, the
the sys
sys
tem
tem maintains
maintains its
its calibration
calibration ofVOR
ofVOR gain
gain either
either by
by mea
mea
suring
suring retinal
retinal slip
slip (drift
(drift of
ofthe
the image
image on
on the
the retina)
retina) or-by
or-by
pursuit signal
signal
analyzing the
analyzing
the associated
associated oculomotor
oculomotor pursuit
(Barnes, 1993).
(Barnes,
1993).

Dual Adaptation
Dual
Adaptation and
and Adaptive
Adaptive Generalization
Generalization
Most studies
Most
studies of
of adaptation
adaptation to
to sensory
sensory rearrangement
rearrangement
(e.g., prismatic
(e.g.,
prismatic displacement)
displacement) entail
entail one
one or
or perhaps
perhaps two
two
(temporally separated)
(temporally
separated) periods
periods of
of exposure
exposure to
to the
the distor
distor
tion, each
tion,
each immediately
immediately followed
followed by
by tests
tests of
of negative after
afler
effects
with the
the distorting
distorting medium
medium removed
removed and
and visual
visual
efJects with
feedback precluded
feedback
precluded (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Welch,
Welch, 1978).
1978). However,
However,
Welch,
Welch, Bridgeman,
Bridgeman, Anand,
Anand, and
and Browman
Browman (1993)
(1993) asked
asked
what
what would
would happen
happen if
if subjects
subjects were
were required
required to
to alternate
alternate
between adapting
adapting to
to the
the sensory
sensory rearrange
rearrange
repeatedly between
normal vision
vision (or
(or to
to another
another sen
sen
ment
ment and
and readapting to
to normal
sory rearrangement).
rearrangement). They
They hypothesized
hypothesized that
sory
that such
such aa
training regimen
training
regimen would
would eventually
eventually cause
cause the
the adaptive
adaptive
process
process to
to become
become more
more efJicient.
efficient. That
That is,
is, aa given
given period
period
of exposure
of
exposure to
to the
the distorted
distorted visual
visual field
field might
might now
now be
be
expected to
expected
produce adaptation
adaptation that
that (1)
(1) reached
reached asymp
asymp
to produce
tote
tote sooner
sooner and/or
and/or (2)
(2) attained
attained aa greater
greater magnitude
magnitude than
than
had
had been
been achieved
achieved as
as aa result
result of
ofthe
the same
same period
period of
of expo
expo
sure at
sure
at the
the outset
outset of
of alternation
alternation training.
training. The
The results
results of
of

the Welch
the
Welch et
et al.
a!. study
study confirmed
confirmed this
this prediction
prediction for
for al
al
ternating
ternating adaptation
adaptation and
and readaptation
readaptation to
to rightward
rightward and
and
leftward 15-diopter
leftward
IS-diopter (8.6°)
(8.6°) prismatic
prismatic visual
visual displacement,
displacement,
and the authors dubbed the process dual adaptation.
In
In the
the same
same study,
study, Welch
Welch et
et al.
al. (1993)
(1993) examined
examined the
the
question
question of
of whether
whether dual
dual adaptation
adaptation training
training would
would also
also
facilitate adaptation
facilitate
adaptation to
to aa novel
novel prism
prism environment-that
environment-that
is, one
is,
one that
that subjects
subjects had
had not
not previously
previously experienced.
experienced.
This,
This, too,
too, they
they found,
found, in
in the
the form
form of
of substantially
substantially in
in
creased adaptability
creased
adaptability to
to aa 30-diopter
30-diopter (17.1°)
(17.1°) prismatic
prismatic dis
dis
placement.
placement. The
The authors
authors referred
referred to
to this
this phenomenon
phenomenon as
as
adaptive generalization.
In
In summary,
summary, an
an attempt
attempt to
to produce
produce dual
dual adaptation
adaptation (as
(as
well as
weil
as adaptive
adaptive generalization)
generalization) requires
requires that
that subjects
subjects
alternation between
between adap
adap
undergo aa schedule
undergo
schedule ofrepeated
ofrepeated alternation
tation and
and readaptation
readaptation to
to two
two (or
(or more)
more) different,
different, mutu
mutu
tation
ally conflicting
conflicting sensory
sensory environments.
environments. Logically,
Logically, this
this ca
ca
ally
pacity demands
demands the
the presence
presence of
pacity
of at
at least
least one
one cue
cue (afferent
(afferent
or efferent)
or
efferent) that
that reliably
reliably distinguishes
distinguishes the
the two
two environ
environ
ments.
ments. The
The alternating
alternating situations
situations can
can entail
entail either
either (1)
(1) aa
rearranged
rearranged and
and anormal
a normal sensory
sensory environment
environment or
or (2)
(2) two
two
different
different sensory
sensory rearrangements,
rearrangements, and
and the
the training
training pro
pro
gram
gram may
may be
be distributed
distributed over
over aperiod
a period of
ofhours
hours or
or days.
days.
that such
such training
training leads
leads to
to dual
dual adaptation,
adaptation, aa
Assuming that
Assuming
subsequent
subsequent test
test for
for adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization is
is warranted.
warranted.
For
For this
this test,
test, the
the subjects
subjects are
are allowed
allowed to
to adapt
adapt to
to an
an al
al
tered
tered sensory
sensory environment
environment that
that differs
differs from
from both
both of
of the
the
environments to
environments
to which
which they
they have
have undergone
undergone dual
dual adap
adap
tation
tation training.
training.
10
To the
the authors'
authors' knowledge,
knowledge, only
only Miles
Miles and
and Eighmy
Eighmy
(1980)
(1980) and
and Shelhamer,
Shelhamer, Robinson,
Robinson, and
and Tan
Tan (1992)
(1992) have
have
deliberately
deliberately implemented
implemented aa dual
dual adaptation
adaptation training
training reg
reg
imen
imen for
for VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation in
in primates.
primates. Miles
Miles and
and Eighmy,
Eighmy,
using rhesus
using
rhesus monkeys
monkeys as
as their
their subjects,
subjects, failed
failed to
to obtain
obtain
evidence
evidence of
of dual
dual adaptation
adaptation and
and did
did not
not look
look for
for adap
adap
tive
tive generalization.
generalization. However,
However, these
these investigators
investigators focused
focused
on
on long-term
long-term adaptation
adaptation by
by having
having their
their subjects
subjects alter
alter
nate between
nate
between the
the different
different vestibular
vestibular environments
environments every
every
88 days,
days, which
which might
might be
be too
too great
great an
an interval
interval to
produce
to produce
dual
dual adaptation.
adaptation. In
In contrast,
contrast, the
the present
present experiments
experiments
adapted human
adapted
human subjects
subjects for
for only
only aa few
few minutes
minutes in
in each
each
cycle.
cycle.
Shelhamer et
Shelhamer
et al.
a!. (1992)
(1992) succeeded
succeeded in
in producing
producing dual
dual
adaptation with
adaptation
with human
human subjects,
subjects, although
although they,
they, like
Iike
Miles and
Miles
and Eighmy
Eighmy (1980),
(1980), did
did not
not test
test for
for adaptive
adaptive gen
gen
eralization. In
eralization.
In the
the Shelhamer
Shelhamer et
et a!.
al. study,
study, subjects
subjects sat
sat in
in
aa rotating
rotating chair
chair and
and adapted
adapted to
to one
one form
form of
of altered
altered tar
tar
get/head
get/head gain
gain while
while their
their eyes
eyes were
were turned
turned upward
upward and
and
another
another form
form with
with eyes
eyes turned
turned downward.
downward. Postadaptation
Postadaptation
measures
measures ofthe
ofthe VOR
VOR revealed
revealed the
the appropriate
appropriate switching
switching
ofVOR gain
ofVOR
gain as
as aa function
function of
ofthe
the direction
direction (up
(up or
or down)
down)
in which
in
which the
the eyes
eyes were
were turned.
turned. Apparently,
Apparently, the
the efferent
efferent
and/or afferent
and/or
afferent stimuli
stimuli associated
associated with
with eye
eye direction
direction
served as
served
as the
the discriminative
discriminative (or
(or switching) cues
cues for
for dual
dual
adaptation of
adaptation
of the
the VOR
VOR in
in this
this experiment.
experiment.
In
In the
the cat,
cat, Baker,
Baker, Perlmutter,
Perlmutter, Peterson,
Peterson, Rude,
Rude, and
and
Robinson (1987)
Robinson
(1987) induced
induced VOR
VOR dual
dual adaptation
adaptation by
by chang
chang
ing
ing body
body orientation
orientation of
ofthe
the entire
entire anima!.
animal. This
This made
made otooto

DUAL
DUAL ADAPTATION
ADAPTATION AND
AND ADAPTIVE
ADAPTIVE GENERALIZATION
GENERALIZATION
lith
The result
lith stimulation
stimulation aa discriminating
discriminating cue.
cue. The
result was
was aa
clear
clear change
change in
in the
the direction
direction of
of VOR,
VOR, depending
depending on
on
orientation.
orientation.
The
aim of
of the
the present
present investigation
investigation was
was to
to
The primary
primary aim
reexamine
question of
of VOR
VOR dual
dual adaptation
adaptation and,
and,
reexamine the
the question
of
more
determine whether
more important,
important, to
to determine
whether the
the acquisition
acquisition of
such
such dual
dual adaptation
adaptation results
results in
in or
or entails
entails adaptive
adaptive gener
gener
alization to
to aa novel
novel visual-vestibular
visual-vestibular environment.
environment. Also
Also
alization
of interest
of
interest was
was aa comparison
comparison of
of active
active head
head rotation
rotation and
and
passive
passive whole
whole body
body rotation
rotation as
as conditions
conditions for
for eliciting
eliciting
ofthese
these adaptive
adaptive processes.
processes.
both
both of
occur even
even
Since VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation has
has been
been shown
shown to
to occur
Since
with diminutive
diminutive visual
visual stimuli
stimuli (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Post
Post &
& Lott,
Lott,
with
of aa point
point light
light source
source in
in aa darkened
darkened
1992), we
we made
made use
use of
1992),
room.
room. This
This visual
visual stimulus
stimulus was
was coordinated
coordinated with
with head
head
movements, to
to produce
produce the
the altered
altered target/head
target/head gains.
gains. With
With
movements,
small target,
target, visual
visual pursuit
pursuit should
should correct
correct any
any errors
errors in
in
aa small
the VOR
VOR to
to enable
enable accurate
accurate tracking;
tracking; presumably,
presumably, the
the
the
pursuit signal
signal detects
detects VOR
VOR gain
gain errors
errors and
and drives
drives adap
adap
pursuit
of sinusoidal
sinusoidal oscillation
oscillation decreases,
decreases,
tation. As
As frequency
frequency of
tation.
pursuit becomes
becomes more
pursuit
more important
important for
for driving
driving eye
eye move
move
ments
ments and
and VOR
VOR less
less so.
so. Our
Our chosen
chosen oscillation
oscillation rate
rate was
was
the
the highest
highest practical
practical rate
rate that
that did
did not
not cause
cause discomfort
discomfort for
for
1)
the
over long
long exposure
the subjects
subjects over
exposure periods
periods (Experiment
(Experiment 1)
and
could be
be driven
and that
that could
driven by
by our
our mechanical
mechanical apparatus
apparatus
without
(Experiment 2).
without distortion
distortion (Experiment
2). Finally,
Finally, we
we used
used aa 4
4
of the
the relevant
relevant re
re
min
min exposure
exposure period
period that,
that, on
on the
the basis
basis of
search
search literature
literature (e.g.,
(e.g., Collewijn,
Collewijn, Martins,
Martins, &
& Steinman,
Steinman,
1981),
1981), was
was expected
expected to
to produce
produce measurable
measurable adaptation.
adaptation.
of Barr,
Barr, Schultheis,
Schultheis, and
and Robinson
Robinson
Unlike
Unlike the
the method
method of
(1976), our
our subjects
subjects performed
(1976),
performed the
the same
same task
task in
in the
the same
same
way
way throughout
throughout the
the experiment.
experiment. We
We used
used real
real visual
visual tar
tar
gets
gets in
in the
the exposure
exposure condition,
condition, rather
rather than
than imagined
imagined tar
tar
subjects continue
continue their
exposure
gets,
gets, and
and always
always had
had subjects
their exposure
phase
interruption during
during the
the test
test phase
phase
phase activity
activity without
without interruption
in
darkness.
in darkness.
EXPERIMENT 1
EXPERIMENT
1
Active
Active Head
Head Turning
Turning
Method
Method
Subjects
Subjects
Sixteen male
Sixteen
male and
and female
female undergraduate
undergraduate and
and graduate
graduate students,
students,
ranging
ranging in
age from
from 18
to 22,
22, along
along with
with two
two of
the authors,
authors, partic
partic
in age
18 to
of the
ipated
ipated in
in the
of the
the under
under
the Experiment
Experiment on
on aa voluntary
voluntary basis.
basis. Most
Most of
psychology
graduate students
graduate
students served
served in
in partial
partial fulfillment
fulfillment of
of aa psychology
course requirement.
course
requirement. All
All 18
18 subjects
subjects were
were either
either emmetropic
emmetropic or
or
slightly
slightly myopic,
myopic, and
and all
all were
were able
able to
focus the
the display
display successfully
successfully
to focus
without
without spectacles.
spectacles. All
All but
but II had
had normal
normal oculomotor
oculomotor function,
function,
whereas
whereas II was
was strabismic
strabismic and
and was
was therefore
therefore tested
tested monocularly,
monocularly, the
the
dominant
dominant eye
eye unoccluded.
unoccluded.
Apparatus
Apparatus
The subjects
The
subjects were
were seated
seated before
before aa hemicylindrical
hemicylindrical screen
screen (view
(view
= 90
90 cm)
cm) while
while aa spot
spot of
of red
red laser
laser light
light was
was projected
projected
ing distance
ing
distance =
to
to aa mirror
mirror and
and reflected
reflected onto
onto the
the hemifield
hemifield in
front of
of them.
them. This
This
in front
apparatus
apparatus was
was shielded
shielded from
from the
the subjects'
subjects' view.
position was
was
view. Head
Head position
measured
measured by
by means
means of
of aa Polhemus
Polhemus Fastrak
Fastrak magnetic
magnetic field
field emitter
emitter
unit, in
unit,
in conjunction
on aa heImet
conjunction with
with aa receiver
receiver mounted
mounted on
helmet that
that was
was
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tightly strapped
strapped to
to the
the subject's
subjects head.
head. The
The mirror
mirror was
was coordinated
coordinated
tightly
an IBM
IBM 486
486 cornputer,
computer, allowing
allowing
with the
the head
head tracker
of an
with
tracker by
by means
means of
concomitant
concomitant movement
movement of
of the
the laser
laser spot
spot at
at various
various software
software
controlled target/head
controlled
target/head gains.
gains.
Eye position
Eye
position was
was monitored
monitored by
by paired
paired infrared-sensitive
infrared-sensitive photo
photo
the heImet
helmet directly
directly below
below the
the subjects
subject's
cells that
cells
that were
were attached
attached to
to the
right
right eye.
eye. Error
Error in
in the
the system
system was
was about
about ±O.l
±O.l 0.
0. The
The system
system was
was cal
cal
ibrated
ibrated before
before each
each daily
daily session
session by
by having
having the
the subjects
subjects look
look at
at tar
tar
gets
gets to
to the
the left,
left, center,
center, and
and right
right of
ofthe
the centerline
centerline at
at the
the height
height ofthe
ofthe
adaptation target
adaptation
target and
and equating
equating the
the gains
gains on
on the
the two
two sides.
sides. The
The com
com
puter
ofthe
the eye
eye monitor
monitor into
into degrees.
degrees.
puter converted
converted (on
(on line)
line) the
the output
output of
In early
In
early runs,
runs, we
we removed
removed saccades
saccades from
from the
the raw
raw data
data and
and found
found
that
that this
this precaution
precaution made
made no
no difference
difference to
to the
the results,
results, presumably
presumably
because
because these
these saccades
saccades were
were small
small and
and infrequent.
infrequent. Although
Although sac
sac
cades can
cades
can be
be aa serious
serious problem
problem when
when using
using continuous
continuous unidirec
unidirec
tional vestibular
tional
vestibular or
or optokinetic
optokinetic stimulation
stimulation (as
(as in
in aa rotating
rotating drum),
drum),
is not
this is
this
not true
true for
for small-amplitude
small-amplitude sinusoidal
sinusoidal stimulation,
stimulation, espe
espe
cially with
cially
with practiced
practiced subjects,
subjects, as
as ours
ours were.
were.
Design
Design
Ten
Ten subjects
in one
subjects participated
participated in
one testing
testing session
session each
each day
day for
for 55
consecutive
consecutive days.
days. (For
(For reasons
reasons discussed
discussed later,
later, this
this number
number was
was de
de
creased
of adaptive generalization).
creased to
to 88 subjects
subjects for
for the
the test
test ofadaptive
generalization). During
During
each
each testing
testing session,
session, they
they were
were exposed
exposed alternately
alternately to
to the
the visual
visual
vestibular
0.5) and
and the
the normal
normal
vestibular rearrangement
rearrangement (target/head
(target/head gain
gain == 0.5)
visual-vestibular
visual-vestibular relationship
relationship (target/head
(target/head gain
gain =
= 0.0).
0.0). Immedi
Immedi
ately after
ately
after the
the last
last ofthese
ofthese dual
dual adaptation
adaptation training
training sessions
sessions (Day
(Day 5),
5),
they were
were tested
tested for
for possible
possible adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization by
by being
being ex
ex
they
posed and
and allowed
allowed to
to adapt
adapt to
to an
an altered
altered visual-vestibular
posed
visual-vestibular arrange
arrange
ment
ment (target/head
(target/head gain
gain =
= 1.0)
1.0) that
that differed
differed from
from the
the one
one they
they had
had
experienced
experienced during
during the
the preceding
preceding dual
dual adaptation
adaptation training
training sessions.
sessions.
Eight
Eight control
control subjects
subjects underwent
underwent only
only one
one testing
testing session,
session, during
during
which
which they
they were
were exposed
exposed to
to the
the same
same adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization stim
stim
ulus
ulus that
that the
the experimental
experimental group
group saw.
saw. It
It might
might be
be argued
argued that
that this
this
control group
control
group should
should have
have undergone
undergone the
the same
same 55 consecutive
consecutive days
days
of testing
of
as our
testing as
our experimental
experimental group
group before
before finally
finally being
being cxposed
cxposed
to
to the
the adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization stimulus.
stimulus. Presumably,
Presumably, subjects
subjects in
in
such
to aa stationary
such aa proposed
proposed control
control condition
condition would
would be
be exposed
exposed to
visual stimulus
visual
stimulus on
on each
each day
day until
until finally
finally experiencing
experiencing the
the adaptive
adaptive
generalization
generalization stimulus
stimulus at
at the
the very
very end.
end. However,
However, because
because such
such aa
regimen
regimen during
during the
the first
first 44 testing
testing days
days would
would merely
merely have
have rein
rein
forced
forced what
what these
these subjects
subjects would
would have
have been
been experiencing
experiencing in
their
in their
everyday
everyday life
life (i.e.,
(i.e., aa stationary
stationary visual
visual world),
world), it
it seems
seems rather
rather un
un
likely
likely that
that such
such aa control
control group
group would
would be
be preferable
preferable over
over the
the group
group
that
that we
we chose
chose to
to use.
use.
Procedure
Procedure
Baseline measures.
Baseline
measures. Each
Each daily
daily dual
dual adaptation
adaptation training
training session
session
began with
began
with baseline
baseline measures
measures of
ofthe
the VOR
VOR gain
gain following
following exposure
exposure
in
the experimental
experimental apparatus
apparatus to
to aa target/head
target/head gain
gain of
ofO.O.
in the
0.0. The
The sub
sub
jects
to side
of aa metronome
side to
to the
the beat
beat of
metronome
jects rotated
rotated the
the head
head from
from side
side to
that
that was
was set
set at
at 0.45
0.45 Hz
Hz (i.e.,
(i.e., one
one complete
complete head-turning
head-turning cycle
cycle every
every
2.2
of light on
on the
the screen
screen in
in the
2.2 sec)
sec) while
while fixating
fixating the
the stationary
stationary dot
dot oflight
the
otherwise
otherwise dark
dark testing
testing room.
room. During
During this
this 25-sec
25-sec period,
period, eye
eye move
move
ments were
ments
were monitored,
monitored, although
although they
they were
were not
not recorded
recorded because
because
they were
they
were theoretically
theoretically uninformative.
uninformative. The
The subjects
subjects simply
simply tracked
tracked
the
the target
target with
with aa combination
combination of
of pursuit
rnove
pursuit and
and VOR-driven
VOR-driven move
ments.
ments. Tracking
Tracking was
was nearly
nearly perfect
perfect at
at the
the frequencies
frequencies we
we used.
used.
Then, while
while subjects
subjects continued
continued to
to oscillate
oscillate the
the head,
head, aa computer
computer
Then,
controlled shutter
shutter extinguished
extinguished the
the visual
visual stimulus,
stimulus, and
and eye
eye move
move
controlled
ments were
were recorded
recorded in
in the
the dark,
dark, sampled
sampled at
ments
at 43
43 Hz
Hz for
for 55 sec.
sec. These
These
were the
the VOR
VOR (eye/head
(eye/head gain)
gain) measures.
measures. The
The subjects
subjects had
had been
been in
in
were
structed previously
previously that
that during
during these
these measures
measures they
they were
were to
to fixate
structed
fixate
an imagined
imagined point
ofthem.
an
point in
the dark,
dark, straight
straight ahead
ahead of
in the
them. Immediately
Immediately
after
after the
the 5-sec
5-sec VOR-recording
VOR-recording interval,
interval, the
the visual
visual target
target reappeared
reappeared
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The presence
of adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization would
would be
be confirmed
confirmed by
by
The
presence of
rapid and/or
and/or complete
complete adaptation
adaptation for
for the
the experimen
experimen
finding
more rapid
finding more
tal
group than
for the
the control
control group,
group, the
the latter
latter being
being exposed
exposed to
to this
this
tal group
than for
visual-vestibular
but not
not having
having previously
previously under
under
visual-vestibular rearrangement
rearrangement but
gone dual
dual adaptation
adaptation training.
training. Following
Following calibrations,
calibrations, the
the control
control
gone
subjects
measure with
with aa target/head
target/head gain
gain of
of
subjects underwent
underwent aa baseline
baseline measure
0.0,
as the
the experimental
experimental group.
group. This
This procedure
procedure
0.0, in
in the
the same
same manner
manner as
gave the
subjects practice
practice with
with exposure
exposure to
to the
the experimen
experimen
gave
the control
control subjects
tal
and procedures.
tal protocols
protocols and
procedures.

as
as the
the subjects
subjects continued
continued to
to engage
engage in
in the
the head
head movements
movements for
for the
the
next
to
next cycle.
cycle. Four
Four such
such determinations
determinations were
were made
made and
and averaged
averaged to
arrive
arrive at
at aa measure
measure of
of daily
daily baseline
baseline gain.
gain.
Dual
Dual adaptation
adaptation training.
training. The
The subjects
subjects in
in the
the experimental
experimental
group
of visual-vestibular conflict,
conflict,
group underwent
underwent four
four 55-sec
55-sec periods
periods ofvisual-vestibular
during
during which
which the
the target/head
target/head gain
gain was
was set
set at
at 0.5.
0.5. Thus,
Thus, the
the spot
spot
moved
moved in
in the
the same
same direction
direction as
as that
that in
in which
which the
the head
head was
was turning,
turning,
but
as much.
by half
halfas
much. Each
Each period
period was
was followed
followed by
by aa 5-sec
5-sec VOR
VOR gain
gain
but by
recording
recording interval
interval in
in the
the dark,
dark, using
using the
the procedure
procedure described
described above.
above.
This
by areadaptation
a readaptation phase
phase con
con
This adaptation
adaptation period
period was
was followed
followed by
sisting
offour 55-sec
55-sec periods
periods of
of exposure
exposure to
to a
a stationary
stationary visual
visual tar
tar
sisting offour
get
get (target/head
(target/head gain
gain == 0.0),
0.0), each
each followed
followed by
by aa 5-sec
5-sec VOR
VOR re
re
cording
in the
the dark.
dark. This
This procedure
procedure met
met the
the requirements
requirements
cording interval
interval in
for
for dual
dual adaptation
adaptation training,
training, since
since subjects
subjects were
were alternated
alternated repeat
repeat
edly
edly between
between exposure
exposure (and,
(and, hopefully,
hopefully, adaptation)
adaptation) to
to aa
lUI altered
altered
sensorimotor
to the
the nor
nor
sensorimotor environment
environment and
and exposure
exposure (readaptation)
(readaptation) to
mal
mal environment.
environment.
Test
for Adaptive
Adaptive Generalization.
Generalization. The
The possibility
possibility that
that dual
dual
Test for
adaptation
adaptation had
had resulted
resulted in
in adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization was
was tested
tested by
by fol
fol
lowing
lowing the
the readaptation
readaptation phase
phase of
of the
the final
final dual
dual adaptation
adaptation training
training
session
5) with
with aperiod
a period of
ofexposure
exposure to
to aa target/head
target/head gain
gain of
of 1.0
1.0
session (Day
(Day 5)
(i.e.,
(i.e., target
target moves
moves in
in the
the same
same direction
direction as
as the
the head
head and
and by
by the
the same
same
amount).
to discharge
discharge any
any adaptation
adaptation that
that might
might have
have re
re
amount). In
In order
order to
mained
mained from
from the
the preceding
preceding dual
dual adaptation
adaptation phase
phase of
of that
that testing
testing ses
ses
sion,
sion, the
the subjects
subjects were
were instructed
instructed to
to walk
walk around
around the
the now-illuminated
now-illuminated
laboratory
laboratory before
before exposure
exposure to
to the
the adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization stimulus
stimulus
commenced.
commenced.

Data
Data Analysis
Analysis
The
in terms
terms of
of eyelhead
eye/head gains
gains that
that were
were de
de
The VOR
VOR was
was assessed
assessed in
fined
ratios (i.e.,
(i.e., the
the ratio
ratio of
of average
average eye
eye velocity
velocity
fined as
as mean
mean velocity
velocity ratios
average head
to
measured as
as root
root mean
mean square
square [RMS]
[RMS) am
am
to average
head velocity,
velocity, measured
plitudes of
ofthe
sinusoidal movements).
movements). The
The four
four baseline
baseline eyelhead
eye/head
plitudes
the sinusoidal
gains for
for aa given
given day
day were
were averaged
averaged to
to produce
produce an
an overall
overall baseline
baseline
gains
for that
that day.
day. Subsequent
Subsequent gain
gain measures
measures were
were normalized
normalized by
by multi
multi
for
plying
them by
by the
the reciprocal
reciprocal of
ofthis
baseline measure.
measure. Thus,
Thus, adap
adap
this baseline
plying them
tation
relative to
to aa given
given subject's
subject's initial
initial VOR
VOR gain
gain
tation was
was measured
measured relative
on
gains for
for all
all conditions
conditions were
were combined
combined
on that
that day.
day. The
The normalized
normalized gains
across the
subjects, yielding
yielding 20
20 data
data points
points for
for the
the
10 experimental
experimental subjects,
across
the 10
four trials
each of
of the
the 55 days.
days.
four
trials within
within each
Since the
the baseline
VOR gain
gain is
is aa calibration
calibration that,
that, by
by definition,
definition,
Since
baseline VOR
has
no variance,
variance, the
the statistical
statistical analysis
analysis of
of VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation did
did not
not
has no
include
the first
first step
step was
was to
to determine,
determine, by
by means
means of
of aa
include it.
it. Therefore,
Therefore, the
tt test,
at the
the Ist
Ist min
min was
was statistically
statistically different
different
test, whether
whether adaptation
adaptation at
from
zero. Subsequent
Subsequent differences
differences among
among all
all of
of the
the exposure
exposure tests
tests
from zero.

Open-Ioop
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Eye and
and Head
Head Movements
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Eye and head position records during a single trial for a single subject in the base
Figure 1. Eye
line condition. Head record is inverted to make phase relationships clearer. Each point on the
line
sample. TypicaUy,
Typically, very
very small saccades «O.SO)
records indicates a data sampie.
records
«0.5°) occur just after the time of
maximum eye acceleration when
when VOR reverses
reverses direction, even though there is no visual feedback
maximum
the VOR compensates both velocity
during data recordings. This indicates that the
velocIty and position.

DUAL ADAPTATION
DUAL
ADAPTATION AND
AND ADAPTIVE
ADAPTIVE GENERALIZATION
GENERALIZATION

Adaptive generalization
Adaptive
generalization
The results
The
results pertaining
pertaining to
to possible
possible adaptive
adaptive generaliza
generaliza
3. Unfortunately,
tion are
tion
are summarized
summarized in
in Figure
Figure 3.
Unfortunately, because
because
of technical
of
technical difficulties,
difficulties, 2
2 of
of the
the 10
10 dual
dual adaptation
adaptation sub
sub
jects
jects could
could not
not be
be tested,
tested, leaving
leaving 88 subjects
subjects in
in this
this group.
group.
As
As aa consequence,
consequence, the
the adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization control
control
group
group was
was limited
limited to
to 88 subjects
subjects as
as well.
well. According
According to
to
tt tests,
tests, 1
1st-min
st-min adaptation
adaptation was
was significantly
significantly greater
greater than
than
[t(7) == 8.70,
8.70, p
p <
< .001]
.001] and
and
zero for
zero
for both
both experimental
experimental [t(7)
[t(7) =
= 2.81,
2.81, P
P=
= .026]
.026] groups.
groups. However,
However, aa group
group
control [t(7)
control
X exposure
X
exposure minute
minute (1-4)
(1-4) ANOVA
ANOVA failed
failed to
to produce
produce aa
significant main
significant
main effect
effect for
for group
group [experimental/control,
[experimental/control,
F(1,61) =
F(1,61)
= 0.50,p
0.50,p =
= .48],
.48], implying
implying the
the absence
absence ofadap
ofadap
tive generalization.
tive
generalization. In
In addition,
addition, no
no significant
significant main
main ef
ef
[F(3,59) =
= 0.65,
0.65,
fect was
fect
was obtained
obtained for
for exposure
exposure minute
minute [F(3,59)
= .59]
.59] or
or for
for the
the interaction
interaction [F(3,55)
[F(3,55) =
= 0.20,p
0.20,p =
= .90].
.90].
p =
p
outcome cannot
cannot be
be due
due to
to aa weak
weak effect
effect being
being
This outcome
This
masked by
masked
by inadequate
inadequate statistical
statistical power,
power, since
since the
the sub
sub
jects in
jects
in the
the control
control group
group actually
actually adapted
adapted (nonsignifi
(nonsignifi
than did
did the
the subjects
subjects in
in the
the experimental
experimental
cantly) faster than
cantly)
of
group. Thus,
group.
Thus, no
no evidence
evidence for
for adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization of
the human
the
human VOR
VOR was
was obtained.
obtained.

(excluding the
(excluding
the baseline)
baseline) were
were analyzed
analyzed by
by means
means of
of analyses
analyses of
of
variance (ANOVAs).
variance
(ANOVAs).

Results
Results
of eye
eye and
and head
head positions
positions during
during aa single
single
An example
An
example of
of the
the open-loop
open-loop test
test (baseline)
(baseline) condition
condition is
is shown
shown
trial
trial of
in Figure
in
Figure I.
I.

Adaptation and
Adaptation
and Dual
Dual Adaptation
Adaptation
Adaptation to
Adaptation
to the
the 0.5
0.5 target/head
target/head gain
gain would
would be
be re
re
vealed
vealed by
by aa reduction
reduction ofVOR
ofVOR (eye/head)
(eye/head) gain
gain for
for one
one or
or
of the
the four
four tests
tests of
of aa given
given session,
session, relative
relative to
to the
the
more
more of
ifthe
the VOR
VOR gain
gain reached
reached
baseline (zero)
baseline
(zero) gain.
gain. Naturally,
Naturally, if
0.5, adaptation
0.5,
adaptation would
would be
be complete.
complete. No
No adaptation
adaptation was
was
evident at
evident
at any
any ofthe
ofthe tests
tests on
on Day
Day II [t(9)
[t(9) =
= l.20,p
l.20,p =
= .260]
.260]
but did
but
did occur
occur for
for some
some or
or all
all tests
tests on
on subsequent
subsequent days,
days,
with
with the
adaptation curves
curves becoming
becoming progressively
progressively
the adaptation
steeper over
steeper
over successive
successive testing
testing days.
days. This
This latter
latter fact
fact is
is
of dual
dual adaptation.
adaptation. Closer
Closer
congruent with
congruent
with the
the presence
presence of
examination of
examination
of the
the data
data revealed
revealed that
that virtually
virtually all
all of
of the
the
of
adaptation for
adaptation
for aa given
given session
session occurred
occurred in
in the
the 1
1st
st min
min of
exposure. A
exposure.
Attest
t test comparing
comparing the
the baseline
baseline with
with the
the 11st
st min
min
significant [t(9)
[t(9) =
= 2.64,
2.64, P
P =
= .027].
.027].
was statistically
was
statistically significant
of the
the theoretical
theoretical
Nevertheless, adaptation
Nevertheless,
adaptation fell
fell far
far short
short of
0.5), not
not an
an uncommon
uncommon finding
finding
maximum (VOR
maximum
(VOR gain
gain == 0.5),
of adaptation
adaptation to
to sensory
sensory rearrangement
rearrangement (see,
(see,
in
in studies
studies of
e.g., Welch,
e.g.,
Welch, 1978).
1978). A
A two-way
two-way ANOVA
ANOVA was
was performed,
performed,
with day
with
day and
and exposure
exposure minute
minute (excluding
(excluding baseline)
baseline) as
as
factors
factors and
and VOR
VOR gain
gain as
as the
the dependent
dependent variable.
variable. A
A main
main
[F(4,165) =
= 3.4,
3.4,
effect
effect for
for day
day (see
(see Figure
Figure 2)
2) was
was found
found [F(4,165)
p =
p
= .01],
.01], confirming
confirming that
that dual
dual adaptation
adaptation had
had occurred.
occurred.
It is
It
is clear
clear that
that asymptotic
asymptotic adaptation
adaptation to
to the
the altered
altered visual
visual
vestibular conditions
vestibular
conditions increased
increased with
with repeated
repeated exposure,
exposure,
ofnearly
in that
in
that the
the Day
Day 55 VOR
VOR gain
gain represents
represents aa reduction
reduction ofnearly
1. No
No main
main effect
effect was
was obtained
obtained for
for
14%,
14%, relative
relative to
to Day
Day 1.
[F(3, 166)
166) =
= O.22,p
O.22,p =
= .88]
.88] or
orthe
ihe
either exposure
either
exposure minute
minute [F(3,
[F(12,150) =
= 0.34,p
0.34,p =
= .98].
.98].
interaction [F(12,150)
interaction

Discussion
Discussion
The present
The
present finding
finding of
of dual
dual adaptation
adaptation in
in the
the absence
absence
of adaptive
of
adaptive generalization
generalization contrasts
contrasts with
with the
the results
results of
of
al. (1993),
(1993), who
who
the prism
the
prism adaptation
adaptation study
study by
by Welch
Welch et
et al.
ofthese
these adaptive
adaptive processes,
processes, and
and
found evidence
found
evidence for
for both
both of
of the
of
the Experiment
Experiment by
by Miles
Miles and
and Eighmy
Eighmy (1980),
(1980), who
who
found neither
found
neither for
for the
the VOR
VOR in
in monkeys.
monkeys.
In order
In
order to
to provide
provide better
better control
control for
for the
the amplitude
amplitude of
of
head movements
head
movements and
and to
to eliminate
eliminate any
any possible
possible influence
influence
of
ofthe
the vestibulocolic
vestibulocolic (neck)
(neck) reflex,
reflex, aa second
second experiment
experiment
was implemented,
was
implemented, in
in which
which we
we examined
examined both
both dual
dual adap
adap
tation
tation and
and adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization when
when the
the entire
entire body
body
was
was rotated
rotated by
by external
external means
means (passive
(passive rotation).
rotation). Another
Another
of
important
important reason
reason for
for wanting
wanting to
to determine
determine the
the effects
effects of
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Figure
2. Experiment
Experiment 1:
1: Visual-vestibular
Visual-vestibular gain
gain (averaged
(averaged over
over four
four exposure
exposure times)
times) as
as
of sessions/day.
of four
preadapta
aa function
function of
sessions/day. Baseline
Baseline represents
represents aa normalized
normalized average
average of
four preadapta
tion tests.
tion
tests. Subsequent
Subsequent gains
gains are
are evaluated
evaluated relative
relative to
to this
this measure.
measure. Errors
Errors bars
bars represent
represent
the standard
standard error
error of
of the
the mean,
mean.
the
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Figure
3. Experiment
Experiment 1:
1: Visual-vestibular
Visual-vestibular gain
gain (averaged
(averaged over
over four
four trials)
trials) as
as aa function
function of
of
exposure time
exposure
time for
for experimental
experimental (dual-adapted)
(dual-adapted) and
and control
control groups.
groups. Baseline
Baseline represents
represents aa nor
nor
malized average
malized
average of
of four
four preadaptation
preadaptation tests.
tests. Subsequent
Subsequent gains
gains are
are evaluated
evaluated relative
relative to
to this
this
measure.
measure.

passive bodily
passive
bodily rotation
rotation is
is the
the existence
existence of
ofmany
many real-life
real-li fe
of externally
driven bodily
bodily movements
movements in
in which
which
situations of
situations
extemally driven
VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation is
is likely
likely to
to occur.
occur. Examples
Examples include
include space
space
and airplane
and
airplane flight,
flight, as
as well
weIl as
as certain
certain nautical
nautical environ
environ
ments. In
ments.
In short,
short, it
it is
is important
important to
to determine
determine whether
whether the
the
of active
active rotation
rotation are
are also
also found
found in
in the
the passive
passive sit
sit
effects of
effects
made to
to keep
keep the
the experimental
experimental
uation. An
uation.
An attempt
attempt was
was made
Experiment 22 as
as similar
similar as
as possible
possible to
to those
those
conditions
conditions of
ofExperiment
of Experiment
of
Experiment 1,
1, except
except for
for the
the introduction
introduction of
of passive
passive
oscillation by
oscillation
by aa mechanical
mechanical chair.
chair.

EXPERIMENT 22
EXPERIMENT
Whole Body
Body Turning
Turning
Passive Whole
Passive
Method
Method
Subjects
Subjects
Eight male
Eight
male and
and female
female psyehology
psychology undergraduate
undergraduate and
and graduate
graduate
students,
students, aged
aged 18-22,
18-22, formed
formed the
the dual-adapted
dual-adapted (experimental)
(experimental)
group, while
group,
while aa second
seeond set
set of
subjeets made
of 8
8 subjects
made up
up the
the non-dual
non-dual
1, all
all subjeets
subjects had
had either
either
adapted (control)
adapted
(eontrol) group.
group. As
As in
in Experiment
Experiment 1,
emmetropic
emmetropic or
or slightly
slightly myopic
myopie vision.
vision. The
The latter
latter were
were tested
tested either
either
while
myopie state,
spee
while wearing
wearing eorreetive
corrective lenses
lenses or
or in
in their
their myopic
state, with
with spec
tacles removed.
removed.
tacles
Apparatus
Apparatus
The apparatus
The
apparatus was
was identical
identieal to
to that
that used
used in
in Experiment
Experiment I,
I, with
with
chair that
that oseillated
oscillated
the exception
the
exeeption that
that the
the subject
subjeet was
was seated
seated in
in aa ehair
sinusoidally about
about aa vertieal
vertical axis
axis at
at the
the same
same frequeney
frequency (0.45
(0.45 Hz)
Hz)
sinusoidally
as in
Experiment 1
1 and
and at
at aa peak-to-peak
peak-to-peak amplitude
amplitude of
as
in Experiment
of 16°.
16°.
Procedure
Procedure
Aside from
Aside
from the
the use
use of
ofpassive
passive rotation,
rotation, the
the proeedure
procedure was
was identi
identi
eal
cal to
to that
that of
of Experiment
Experiment I.
I. As
As before,
before, the
the normalized
normalized VOR
VOR gains
gains
of
ofthe
the 8
8 subjects
subjeets were
were averaged,
averaged, yielding
yielding 20
20 eonditions-four
conditions-four trials
trials
within eaeh
within
each of
ofthe
the 5
5 consecutive
eonseeutive days.
days.

Results
Results
Adaptation and
Adaptation
and Dual
Dual Adaptation
Adaptation
Adaptation was
Adaptation
was evident
evident on
on the
the 11st
st testing
testing day,
day, col
col
[t(7) =
= 2.43,
2.43, pp =
= .045],
.045],
lapsed
lapsed across
across exposure
exposure minute
minute [t(7)

and after
and
after the
the 1
1st
st exposure
exposure min,
min, collapsed
collapsed across
across days
days
[t(7)
[t(7) =
= 4.92,
4.92, pp =.002].
=.002]. For
For subsequent
subsequent exposure
exposure min
min
X exposure
exposure minute
minute (1-4)
(1-4) ANOVA
ANOVA was
was per
per
utes, aa day
utes,
day X
formed,
formed, with
with VOR
VOR gain
gain serving
serving as
as the
the dependent
dependent vari
vari
1, this
this test
test failed
failed to
to produce
produce aa
able.
able. As
As in
in Experiment
Experiment 1,
[F(3,134) =
=
<;ignificant main
main effect
effect for
for exposure
exposure minute
minute [F(3,134)
significant
'4, p
'4,
p =
= .59].
.59]. This
This outcome,
outcome, combined
combined with
with the
the lst
Ist
of
min results
min
results presented
presented above,
above, indicates
indicates that
that most
most or
or all
all of
the VOR
the
VOR adaptation
adaptation occurred
occurred during
during the
the 1st
1st min
min of
of ex
ex
posure. Further,
posure.
Further, although
although there
there seemed
seemed to
to be
be aa trend
trend to
to
ward more
ward
more complete
complete adaptation
adaptation over
over days
days (see
(see Figure
Figure 4),
4),
[F( 4,133)
4,133) =
=
this
this also
also was
was not
not statistically
statistically significant
significant [F(
1.4,
1.4, P
P=
= .26]
.26] after
after the
the 1
1st
st day.
day. FinaIly,
Finally, there
there was
was no
no inter
inter
[F(12,118) =
= 0.73,p
0.73,p =
= .72].
.72].
action
action [F(12,118)

Adaptive Generalization
Adaptive
Generalization
Although aattest
Although
t test failed
failed to
to reveal
reveal significant
significant adapta
adapta
[t(7) =
tion in
tion
in the
the 1
1st
st min
min for
for the
the experimental
experimental group
group [t(7)
1.25,
1.25, P
P=
= .25]
.25] and
and only
only marginal
marginal adaptation
adaptation for
for the
the con
con
trol
trol group
group [t(7)
[t(7) =
= 2.23,
2.23, p
p =
= .06],
.06], the
the results
results for
for the
the last
last
of exposure
exposure were
were statistically
statistically significant
significant for
for both
both
min of
min
[t(7) =
= 2.99,p
2.99,p =
= .020,
.020, and
and t(7)
t(7) =
= 3.32,p
3.32,p =
= 013,
013,
groups [t(7)
groups
for experimental
for
experimental and
and control
control groups,
groups, respectively].
respectively]. An
An
(1-4) X
X group
group (experimental/control)
(experimental/control)
exposure minute
exposure
minute (1-4)
ANOVA (see
ANOVA
(see Figure
Figure 5)
5) once
once again
again failed
failed to
to produce
produce aa
main
main effect
effect for
for either
either exposure
exposure minute
minute [F(3,59)
[F(3,59) =
= 1.0,
1.0,
p
p =
= .39]
.39] or
or group
group [F(1,61)
[F(1,61) =
= 0.63,p
0.63,p =
= .43].
.43]. The
The trial
trial X
X
group interaction
group
interaction was
was also
also nonsignificant
nonsignificant [F(3,55)
[F(3,55) =
=
0.17,
0.17, P
P =
= .91],
.91], although,
although, as
as before,
before, it
it appears
appears that
that the
the
control group
control
group might
might actually
actually have
have adapted
adapted more
more than
than the
the
experimental group.
experimental
group.
Discussion
Discussion
This experiment
This
experiment demonstrated
demonstrated that
that passive
passive whole
whole
body rotation
body
rotation is
is an
an adequate
adequate condition
condition for
for producing
producing VOR
VOR
ofmany
many earlier
earlier studies
studies
adaptation,
adaptation, replicating
replicating the
the results
results of
of the
the
(e.g., Melvill
(e.g.,
Melvill Jones,
Jones, 1985).
1985). Indeed,
Indeed, aa comparison
comparison of

DUAL ADAPTATION
DUAL
ADAPTATION AND
AND ADAPTIVE
ADAPTIVE GENERALIZATION
GENERALIZATION
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Figure
4. Experiment
Experiment 2:
2: Visual-vestibular
Visual-vestibular gain,
gain, collapsed
collapsed over
over four
four trials,
trials, as
as aa function
function of
of ses
ses
normalized average
average of
of four
four preadaptation
preadaptation tests.
tests. Subsequent
Subsequent gains
gains
sions/day. Baseline
sions/day.
Baseline represents
represents aa normalized
are evaluated
are
evaluated relative
relative to
to this
this measure.
measure. Errors
Errors bars
bars represent
represent the
the standard
standard error
error of
of the
the mean.
mean.

results of
results
of the
the two
two experiments
experiments suggests
suggests that,
that, if
if anything,
anything,
adaptation was
adaptation
was greater
greater for
for passive
passive than
than for
for active
active move
move
ment.
ment. This
This possibility
possibility is
is examined
examined more
more closely
closely in
in the
the
of Experiment
Experiment 1,
1,
next
next section.
section. In
In contrast
contrast to
to the
the results
results of
however, only
however,
only aa statistically
statistically nonsignificant
nonsignificant trend
trend in
in the
the
of dual
dual adaptation
adaptation was
was observed
observed in
in this
this exper
exper
direction
direction of
iment. Consequently,
iment.
Consequently, the
the failure
failure to
to obtain
obtain adaptive
adaptive gener
gener
occurrence is
is
alization
alization was
was not
not unexpected,
unexpected, since
since its
its occurrence
of dual
dual adaptation.
adaptation.
predicated on
predicated
on the
the presence
presence of

Comparison of
Comparison
of Active
Active and
and Passive
Passive Conditions
Conditions
Inasmuch as
Inasmuch
as the
the procedures
procedures for
for Experiments
Experiments 11 and
and 22
were virtually
were
virtually identical,
identical, except
except for
for the
the active/passive
active/passive dif
dif
ference in
ference
in the
the way
way bodily
bodily rotation
rotation was
was effected,
effected, aa statis
statis
tical comparison
tical
comparison between
between them
them may
may be
be considered
considered legit
legit
X
imate and
imate
and useful.
useful. With
With respect
respect to
to adaptation,
adaptation, aa day
day X

rotation (active/passive)
rotation
(active/passive) ANOVA
ANOVA produced
produced aa significant
significant
= 6.65,
6.65, P =
= .01],
.01], the
the
main effect
main
effect for
for rotation
rotation [F(l,80) =
going to
to passive
passive rotation,
rotation, but
but not
not for
for day
day
advantage
advantage going
[F(4,77) =
[F(4,77)
= 1.94,
1.94, P
P <
< .05]
.05] or
or the
the interaction
interaction [F(4,77)
[F(4,77) =
0.33, P >
> .05].
.05]. Since
Since the
the effect
effect of
of exposure
exposure minute
minute had
had
either experiment,
experiment,
not been
not
been statistically
statistically significant
significant in
in either
this factor
this
factor was
was not
not reexamined
reexamined here.
here. A
A rotation
rotation (active/
(active/
X group
group (experimental/control)
(experimental/control) ANOVA
ANOVA with
with
passive) X
passive)
respect to
respect
to the
the 1.0
1.0 target/head
target/head gain
gain adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization
test
test (compare
(compare Figures
Figures 22 and
and 4)
4) failed
failed to
to find
find statistical
statistical sig
sig
= 0.42,
0.42, P >
> .05],
.05], group
group
nificance
nificance for
for rotation
rotation [F(l,31) =
[F(l ,31)
,31) == 0.33,
0.33, P >
> .05],
.05], or
or the
the interaction
interaction [F(l ,31)
,31) ==
O.OI,p> .05].
O.OI,p>
.05].

The finding
The
finding of
of greater
greater adaptation
adaptation for
for passive
passive than
than for
for
active rotation
active
rotation is
is surprising,
surprising, since
since it
it contradicts
contradicts aa great
great
ofprevious
previous research
research (see
(see Welch,
Welch, 1978,
1978, pp.
pp. 21-24).
21-24).
deal of
deal
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Figure 5.
Figure
5. Experiment
Experiment 2:
2: Visual-vestibular
Visual-vestibular gain,
gain, collapsed
collapsed over
over four
four trials,
trials, as
as aa function
function of
ofexposure
exposure
time for
time
for experimental
experimental (dual-adapted)
(dual-adapted) and
and control
control groups.
groups. Baseline
Baseline represents
represents aa normalized
normalized average
average
of
four preadaptation
preadaptation tests.
tests. Subsequent
Subsequent gains
gains are
are evaluated
evaluated relative
relative to
to this
this measure.
measure.
of four
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One possibility
One
possibility is
is that,
that, for
for some
some reason,
reason, passive
passive turning
turning
makes it
makes
it easier
easier to
to suppress
suppress the
the VOR.
VOR. Another
Another is
is that
that this
this
result
result is
is due,
due, in
in some
some way,
way, to
to the
the fact
fact that
that self-initiated
self-initiated
head turning
head
turning is
is inherently
inherently more
more variable
variable than
than is
is exter
exter
produced by
by aa
nally controlled
nally
controlled whole
whole body
body rotation
rotation produced
motor-driven
motor-driven rotating
rotating chair
chair and
and that
that such
such variability
variability in
in
terferes
terferes with
with the
the adaptive
adaptive process.
process. Furthermore,
Furthermore, it
it
should be
should
be noted
noted that
that the
the total
total exposure
exposure period
period used
used here
here
30-60 min
min
(4
(4 min)
min) was
was very
very short,
short, as
as compared
compared with
with the
the 30-60
periods found
periods
found in
in most
most previous
previous research
research investigating
investigating the
the
of active
active interaction
interaction in
in adaptation
adaptation (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Held
Held &
&
role of
role
Hein, 1958).
Hein,
1958). Perhaps
Perhaps the
the difference
difference in
in VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation
if our
our
would
would have
have eventually
eventually favored
favored the
the active
active condition
condition if
exposure period
exposure
period had
had been
been extended.
extended.
of differences
differences between
between the
the active
active
There are
There
are aa number
number of
ofthe
the present
present experiment
experiment that
that
and the
and
the passive
passive conditions
conditions of
might have
might
have accounted,
accounted, in
in some
some way,
way, for
for their
their differential
differential
outcomes with
outcomes
with respect
respect to
to adaptation
adaptation and
and dual
dual adaptation.
adaptation.
First,
First, our
our active
active condition
condition involved
involved only
only head
head rotation,
rotation,
whereas
whereas the
the passive
passive rotation
rotation condition
condition included
inc1uded the
the en
en
would be
be in
in
tire
tire body.
body. Thus,
Thus, vestibulocolic
vestibulocolic reflexes
reflexes would
of an
an
volved
volved only
only in
in the
the active
active condition.
condition. The
The generation
generation of
efference copy
efference
copy during
during active
active head
head turning
turning might
might also
also be
be
of efference
efference
important. Although
important.
Although the
the "traditional"
"traditional" role
role of
in
in facilitating
facilitating adaptation
adaptation (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Held
Held &
& Hein,
Hein, 1958)
1958)
was
was not
not confirmed
confirmed here,
here, it
it may
may have
have been
been an
an important
important
reason
reason that
that dual
dual adaptation
adaptation was
was limited
limited to
to the
the active
active
ofthe
the subject
subject
movement
movement condition.
condition. The
The attentional
attentional state
state of
may also
may
also have
have differentiated
differentiated the
the two
two conditions,
conditions, since
since it
it
swing the
the
is
is likely
likely that
that subjects
subjects attempting
attempting to
to actively
actively swing
of the
the metronome
metronome were
were exerting
exerting more
more
head
head to
to the
the sound
sound of
attention to
attention
to their
their activities
activities than
than were
were those
those sitting
sitting pas
pas
sively
sively in
in aa rotating
rotating chair.
chair. Finally,
Finally, since
since the
the centers
centers of
of ro
ro
ofthe
the head
head on
on the
the body
body were
were slightly
slightly
tation ofthe
tation
of the chair
chair and
and of
different
different (although
(although we
we endeavored
endeavored to
to keep
keep them
them as
as sim
sim
ilar
ilar as
as possible),
possible), otolithic
otolithic contributions
contributions probably
probably differed
differed
slightly in
slightly
in the
the two
two conditions.
conditions. Thus,
Thus, the
the otoliths
otoliths would
would
have
have been
been stimulated
stimulated because
because the
the inner
inner ear
ear vestibular
vestibular ap
ap
of rotation
rotation being
being
paratus
paratus translates
translates slightly,
slightly, the
the centers
centers of
ofthe
the otolith
otolith organs.
organs.
not quite
not
quite coincident
coincident with
with either
either of

GENERAL DISCUSSION
GENERAL
DISCUSSION
A Control
A
Control Study
Study
It was
It
was pointed
pointed out
out to
to us
us by
by the
the reviewers
reviewers of
of the
the initial
initial
version of
version
ofthis
this artic1e
article that,
that, owing
owing to
to its
its unusual
unusual rapidity,
rapidity,
what we
what
we considered
considered to
to be
be VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation may
may merely
merely
have
have been
been evidence
evidence of
of aa deliberate
deliberate suppression
suppression of
ofthe
the VOR
VOR
a1. (1976)
(1976) demonstrated
demonstrated that
that
(albeit
(albeit incomplete).
incomplete). Barr
Barr et
et a1.
of such
such suppression
suppression by
by simply
simply
human beings
human
beings are
are capable
capable of
imagining
imagining that
that they
they are
are fixating
fixating on
on aa target
target that
that is
is mov
mov
If this
this alternative
alternative interpretation
interpretation ap
ap
ing
ing with
with the
the head.
head. If
plies to
plies
to our
our data,
data, it
it would
would mean
mean that
that we
we had
had not
not demon
demon
of VOR,
VOR, but
but merely
merely that,
that, with
with
strated
strated dual
dual adaptation
adaptation of
can get
get better
better at
at suppressing
suppressing their
their
practice,
practice, subjects
subjects can
VOR. One
One way
to test
test the
the VOR
VOR suppression
suppression interpretation
interpretation
VOR.
way to
of our
of
our data
data is
is to
to interpose
interpose aa cognitive
cognitive task
task between
between the
the end
end
ofexposure
of exposure to
to the
the altered
altered target-head
target-head relationship
relationship and
and the
the

final
final measure
measure of
of VOR.
VOR. The
The assumption
assumption here
here is
is that
that any
any
tendency
tendency toward
toward deliberate
deliberate suppression
suppression of
of the
the VOR
VOR is
is
and easily
easily disrupted
disrupted by
by an
an interfering
interfering task.
task.
transient and
transient
if aa reduction
reduction of
ofthe
the VOR
VOR gain
gain is
is still
still obtained
obtained
Therefore, if
Therefore,
after this
after
this interval,
interval, it
it may
may be
be conc1uded
concluded that
that our
our exposure
exposure
condition
condition was
was producing
producing genuine
genuine VOR
VOR adaptation.
adaptation. We
We
carried
carried out
out aa control
control study
study to
to test
test this
this hypothesis.
hypothesis.
The
The exposure
exposure and
and VOR
VOR measurement
measurement protocol
protocol for
for the
the
control study
control
study was
was identical
identical to
to that
that used
used in
in Experiment
Experiment 2,
2,
with
with the
the exception
exception that,
that, after
after the
the fourth
fourth and
and final
final VOR
VOR
of the
the chair
chair was
was stopped,
stopped, and
and the
the
measurement,
measurement, rotation
rotation of
subjects
subjects were
were asked
asked to
to count
count aloud
aloud backwards
backwards from
from 1,000
1,000
by
by threes
threes for
for 33 min.
min. After
After this
this 3-min
3-min interval,
interval, the
the chair
chair
was restarted,
was
restarted, and
and VOR
VOR gain
gain measured
measured once
once more.
more. Six
Six
subjects participated
subjects
participated in
in this
this control
control study,
study, although
although one
one
of them
of
them was
was excused
excused for
for demonstrating
demonstrating eye
eye movements
movements
of our
our apparatus.
apparatus.
that exceeded
that
exceeded the
the range
range of
The average
The
average gain
gain for
for the
the four
four exposure
exposure periods
periods was
was
0.76
0.76 (SD
(SD =
= 0.11),
0.11), which
which is
is in
in the
the adaptive
adaptive direction
direction and
and
(t == 4.8,
4.8, P
P<
< .01).
.01).
was
was statistically
statistically different
different from
from zero
zero (t
The gain
The
gain measured
measured after
after the
the 3-min
3-min cognitive
cognitive task
task was
was
0.69
0.69 (SD
(SD =
= 0.09),
0.09), also
also statistically
statistically different
different from
from zero
zero
(t =
(t
= 7.5,
7.5, p
p<
< .01).
.01). This
This reduction
reduction in
in gain
was greater
greater than
than
gain was
that obtained
that
obtained immediately
immediately after
after the
the exposure
exposure period,
period, al
al
though
though the
the difference
difference between
between the
the two
two gains
gains proved
proved to
to
(t =
= 1.4,p
1.4,p =
= .23).
.23). Most
Most important,
important, the
the
be
be nonsignificant
nonsignificant (t
fact that
fact
that the
the adaptive
adaptive VOR
VOR gain
gain persisted
persisted despite
despite the
the in
in
terposed cognitive
terposed
cognitive task
task is
is consistent
consistent with
with our
our contention
contention
our exposure
produced genuine
genuine VOR
VOR
that
that our
exposure conditions
conditions produced
adaptation rather
adaptation
rather than
than cognitive
cognitive suppression.
suppression.

Conclusions
Conclusions
The com
com
Overall results
Overall
results and
and their
their interpretation.
interpretation. The
of Experiments
Experiments 1
1 and
and 2
2 indicate
indicate that
that dual
dual
bined results
bined
results of
ofthe
the VOR
VOR can
can be
be elicited
elicited by
by repeated
repeated alter
alter
adaptation
adaptation of
nation between
nation
between dysmetric
dysmetric and
and normal
normal visual-vestibular
visual-vestibular
environments, but
environments,
but only
only ifbodily
ifbodily rotation
rotation is
is self-induced.
self-induced.
Thus, although
Thus,
although VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation occurred
occurred with
with passive
passive
rotation (Experiment
rotation
(Experiment 2),
2), dual
dual adaptation
adaptation apparently
apparently did
did
not.
not. Furthermore,
Furthermore, whether
whether rotation
rotation was
was active
active or
or passive,
passive,
of adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization was
was obtained,
obtained, at
at
no evidence
no
evidence of
of the
the 1.0
1.0 target/head
target/head gain
gain
least when
least
when tested
tested by
by means
means of
novel stimulus
stimulus condition.
condition.
that
that served
served here
here as
as the
the novel
of dual
dual adaptation
adaptation with
with passive
passive
The apparent
The
apparent absence
absence of
and Eighmy
Eighmy
bodily rotation
bodily
rotation agrees
agrees with
with the
the results
results ofMiles
ofMiles and
of dual
dual adaptation
adaptation is
is
(1980)
(1980) for
for the
the rhesus
rhesus monkey.
monkey. Lack
Lack of
also consistent
also
consistent with
with those
those mathematically
mathematically based
based theoret
theoret
ical
ical models
models (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Ito,
Ito, 1972)
1972) that,
that, because
because they
they entail
entail
only one
only
one free
free parameter
parameter for
for VOR
VOR gain,
gain, do
do not
not include
inc1ude the
the
of storing
storing previously
previously exposed
exposed but
but presently
presently in
in
possibility
possibility of
of dual
dual
active
active gains,
gains, which
which is
is an
an inherent
inherent characteristic
characteristic of
adaptation.
adaptation.
of the
the previously
previously men
men
On the
On
the other
other hand,
hand, the
the results
results of
tioned study
tioned
study by
by Shelhamer
Shelhamer et
et a1.
a1. (1992)
(1992) appear
appear to
to conflict
conflict
as with
of Miles and
and Eighmy
Eighmy
with
with our
our results,
results, as
as wen
well as
with those
those ofMiles
(1980),
(1980), by
by demonstrating
demonstrating dual
dual (or
(or context-specific)
context-specific) VOR
VOR
adaptation
adaptation for
for subjects
subjects who,
who, like
like those
those in
in the
the present
present Ex
Ex
2, were
periment
periment 2,
were passively
passively rotated
rotated in
in aa motor-driven
motor-driven chair.
chair.

DUAL ADAPTATION
DUAL
ADAPTATION AND
AND ADAPTIVE
ADAPTIVE GENERALIZATION
GENERALIZATION
However, aa comparison
However,
comparison between
between the
the discriminative
discriminative (or
(or
switching) cues
cues available
available to
to subjects
subjects in
in the
the present
present in
in
switching)
vestigation
vestigation and
and those
those provided
provided by
by Shelhamer
Shelhamer et
et al.
al. may
may
help
help to
to resolve
resolve this
this apparent
apparent contradiction.
contradiction. It
It will
will be
be re
re
called that
called
that observers
observers in
in the
the latter
latter study
study were
were exposed
exposed to
to
one
one altered
altered target/head
target/head gain
gain while
while directing
directing their
their eyes
eyes up
up
ward and
ward
and aa different
different gain
gain while
while directing
directing their
their eyes
eyes down
down
ward.
ward. The
The distinctly
distinctly dissimilar
dissimilar sets
sets ofneural
ofneural instructions
instructions
eye deviations
deviations prob
prob
(efference) associated
associated with
with these
these two
two eye
(efference)
ably served
served as
as aa very
very salient
salient cue
cue for
for determining
ably
determining which
which
ofthe two
ofthe
two acquired
acquired VOR
VOR adaptations
adaptations to
to use
use in
in aa given
given sit
sit
uation.
uation. Clearly,
Clearly, no
no such
such efferent
efferent discriminative
discriminative cue
cue was
was
available
available to
to the
the passively
passively rotated
rotated observers
observers in
in the
the present
present
Experiment 2,
2, perhaps
perhaps explaining
explaining why
why they
they were
were appar
appar
Experiment
ently incapable
incapable of
ently
of achieving
achieving dual
dual adaptation.
adaptation.
The manner
The
manner in
in which
which efference
efference might
might serve
serve as
as aa dis
dis
criminative
criminative cue
cue for
for the
the dual
dual adaptation
adaptation obtained
obtained in
in the
the
active
active head-turning
head-turning condition
condition (Experiment
(Experiment I)
I) is
is not
not as
as
obvious
obvious as
as in
the Shelhamer
Shelhamer et
et al.
al. (1992)
(1992) study.
study. That
That is,
is,
in the
in
identical for
for the
the al
al
in Experiment
Experiment I,
I, neural
neural outflow
outflow was
was identical
tered and
and normal
normal gain
gain conditions
conditions (i.e.,
(i.e., aa 0.45-Hz
0.45-Hz oscil
oscil
tered
lation rate
rate in
in each
each case).
case). Therefore,
Therefore, one
one must
must seek
seek the
the
lation
discriminative cue
cue for
for dual
dual adaptation
adaptation in
in this
this situation
situation in
in
discriminative
the characteristics
characteristics of
the
of the
the action-contingent
action-contingent visual
visual feed
feed
back,
back, or
or reafference,
reafJerence, that
that differentiated
differentiated the
the two
two gain
gain con
con
ditions. In
ditions.
In short,
short, the
the distinct
distinct mismatch
mismatch between
between efference
efference
and
and reafference
reafference that
that was
was present
present for
for the
the 0.5
0.5 target/head
target/head
gain
gain condition,
condition, but
but not
not for
for the
the normal
normal (0.0)
(0.0) gain
gain condi
condi
tion, may
tion,
may have
have served
served as
as an
an effective
effective discriminative
discriminative cue
cue
for eliciting
for
eliciting dual
dual adaptation.
adaptation. Clearly,
Clearly, no
no such
such difference
difference
was present
was
present during
during passive
passive whole
whole body
body rotation
rotation (Exper
(Exper
iment 2),
iment
2), since
since visual
visual reafference,
reafference, by
by definition,
definition, requires
requires
the present
present argument,
argument,
active
active movement.
movement. Thus,
Thus, according
according to
to the
the difference
difference between
between the
the two
two gain
gain conditions
the
conditions with
with re
re
spect
to the
spect to
the discrepancy
discrepancy between
between vestibular
vestibular stimulation
stimulation
and
and apparent
apparent concomitant
concomitant motion,
motion, although
although sufficient
sufficient to
to
produce
produce adaptation
adaptation in
in the
the passive
passive (as
(as weil
well as
as the
the active)
active)
condition,
condition, was
was insufficient
insufficient for
for acquiring
acquiring dual
dual adaptation.
adaptation.
None
None of
of preceding
preceding speculations
speculations precludes
precludes afferent
afferent
stimulation as
stimulation
as aa discriminative
discriminative cue
cue for
for dual
dual adaptation
adaptation in
in
other
other contexts.
contexts. Indeed,
Indeed, the
the common
common observation
observation that
that
wearers
wearers of
of spectacles
spectacles are
are eventually
eventually able
able to
to don
don and
and doff
doff
their corrective
corrective lenses
lenses without
without experiencing
experiencing the
the percep
percep
their
ev
tual and
and behavioral
behavioral problems
problems that
that occurred
occurred initially
initially is
is ev
tual
idence of
idence
of dual
dual adaptation
adaptation in
in which
which the
the feet
feel of
of the
the frames
frames
(an afferent
(an
afferent stimulus)
stimulus) is
likely to
to be
be an
an important
important dis
dis
is likely
criminative cue.
criminative
cue.
An
explanation for
for why
why active
active head
head turning
turning
An alternative
alternative explanation
led to
to dual
dual adaptation
adaptation whereas
whereas passive
passive rotation
rotation did
did not
not is
is
led
that self-initiated
self-initiated head
head turning
turning may
may increase
increase the
the subject's
subject's
that
arousal level.
level. As
As mentioned
mentioned previously,
previously, this
this factor
factor is
is
arousal
known to
to facilitate
known
facilitate VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Barr
Barr et
et al.,
aI.,
1976) and,
and, thus,
thus, might
might have
have the
the same
same effect
effect on
on dual
dual
1976)
adaptation.
adaptation.
In aa very
very recent
recent paper
paper by
by Post
Post and
and Welch
Welch (1998),
(1998), dual
dual
In
adaptation, measured
measured in
in terms
terms of
adaptation,
of apparent
apparent concomitant
concomitant
in aa situation
in which
motion, was
motion,
was produced
produced in
situation in
which the
the most
most
salient discriminative
salient
discriminative cue
cue was
was the
the rate
rate of
of active
active head
head osos
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ofthe
the reason
reason
cillation
cillation (0.25
(0.25 Hz
Hz vs.
vs. 2.0
2.0 Hz).
Hz). On
On the
the basis
basis of
ing presented
ing
presented above,
above, this
this result
result is
not surprising,
surprising, given
given
is not
that
that this
this switching
switching stimulus
stimulus for
for dual
dual adaptation
adaptation included
included
the distinctly
the
distinctly different
different efferent
efferent instructions
instructions to
to the
the neck
neck
muscles required
muscles
required for
for the
the two
two head
head rotation
rotation rates.
rates. Further
Further
more,
ofthe
the preceding
preceding arguments,
arguments, it
it may
may be
be
more, on
on the
the basis
basis of
predicted that
predicted
that an
an attempt
attempt to
repeat the
the Post
Post and
and Welch
Welch
to repeat
Experiment with
Experiment
with passive
passive rotation
rotation will
will fail
fail to
to produce
produce dual
dual
adaptation,
adaptation, as
as it
it apparently
apparently did
did here.
here.
Neurological implications.
Neurological
implications. The
The observation
observation of
of dual
dual
adaptation of
adaptation
of the
the VOR
VOR may
may necessitate
necessitate certain
certain modifi
modifi
cations
cations of
of current
current neurological
neurological models.
models. A
A synthesis
synthesis of
of
behavioral, neurological,
behavioral,
neurological, and
and computer
computer simulation
simulation data
data
suggests that
suggests
that there
there are
are three
three primary
primary neurological
neurological path
path
ways by
ways
by which
which VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation can
can occur
occur (du
(du Lac,
Lac, Ray
Ray
mond,
mond, Sejnowski,
Sejnowski, &
& Lisberger,
Lisberger, 1995):
1995): (I)
(I) vestibular
vestibular inputs
inputs
to
to position-vestibular-pause
position-vestibular-pause (PVP)
(PVP) cells
cells to
to extraocular
extraocular
motorneurons,
motorneurons, (2)
(2) vestibular
vestibular inputs
inputs to
to flocculus
flocculus target
target
extraocular motorneurons,
motorneurons, and
and (3)
(3) ves
ves
neurons
neurons (FTN)
(FTN) to
to extraocular
tibular inputs
inputs to
to horizontal-gaze
horizontal-gaze velocity
velocity purkinje
purkinje (HGVP)
(HGVP)
tibular
cells to
to an
an inhibitory
inhibitory connection
connection to
to the
the FTNs
FTNs (no
(no direct
direct
cells
connection to
to extraocular
extraocular motorneurons).
motorneurons). Each
Each of
connection
ofthese
these
structures (PVP,
structures
(PVP, FTN,
FTN, and
and HGVP)
HGVP) receives
receives eye
eye movement
movement
feedback through
feedback
through an
an efference
efference copy
copy of
ofthe
the eye
eye movement
movement
motor commands.
motor
commands.
The dynamics
The
dynamics of
ofthe
the time
time course
course of
ofthe
the VOR
VOR suggests
suggests
aa different
different role
role for
for each
each of
of these
these pathways.
pathways. Lisberger
Lisberger
(1984) found
(1984)
found that
that the
the first
first 55 msec
msec ofVOR
ofVOR eye
eye movement
movement
were
were unaffected
unaffected by
by the
the current
current adapted
adapted VOR
VOR gain.
gain. This
This
unmodifiable component
component can
can be
be attributed
attributed to
to the
the PVP
PVP
unmodifiable
pathway, since,
since, of
pathway,
ofthe
the three,
three, this
this pathway
pathway is
is the
the only
only one
one
with few
with
few enough
enough synapses
synapses to
to account
account for
for the
the short
short
(14 msec)
(14
msec) latency
latency ofthe
ofthe initial
initial response.
response. Indeed,
Indeed, it
it seems
seems
that
that this
this pathway
pathway accounts
accounts for
for baseline
VOR response,
response,
baseline VOR
as
as cell
cell responses
responses seem
seem immune
immune to
to changes
changes in
in VOR
VOR gain
gain
per
per se
se (Lisberger,
(Lisberger, Pavelko,
Pavelko, &
& Broussard,
Broussard, 1994).
1994). There
There
fore, it
fore,
it seems
seems unlikely
unlikely that
that vestibular
vestibular inputs
inputs to
to PVP
PVP cells
cells
are involved
are
involved in
in adaptive
adaptive changes.
changes. In
In contrast,
contrast, the
the FTN
FTN
pathway
pathway is
is clearly
clearly implicated
implicated in
in VOR
VOR gain
gain adaptation.
adaptation.
of activation
activation through
through the
the path
path
The
The estimated
estimated time
time course
course of
is 19
19 msec,
of the
the modi
modi
way
way is
msec, which
which matches
matches the
the latency
latency of
of the
the VOR
VOR response
response (du
(du Lac
Lac et
et al.,
aI.,
fiable component
fiable
component of
well with
1995). The firing rate ofthese neurons correlates weil
1995).
changes
changes in
in VOR
VOR gain,
gain, as
as an
an increase
increase in
in adapted
adapted gain
gain re
re
sults
sults in
in an
an increased
increased firing
firing among
among these
these neurons;
neurons; con
con
versely,
versely, aa lowering
lowering ofthe
ofthe gain
gain results
results in
in aa decreased
decreased firing.
firing.
These
These results
results pertain
pertain even
even when
when the
the feedback
feedback effects
effects of
of
eye movements
eye
movements are
are controlled
controlled and
and strongly
strongly imply
imply that
that ves
ves
tibular
tibular inputs
inputs to
to FTN
FTN cells
cells are
are at
at least
least partially
partially respon
respon
sible
sible for
for adaptive
adaptive changes
changes in
in the
the VOR.
VOR.
HGVP cells
cells are
are also
also strongly
strongly implicated
implicated in
in VOR
VOR gain
gain
HGVP
adaptation. The
The estimated
estimated latency
latency for
for this
this pathway
pathway is
is
adaptation.
32
al., 1995),
32 msec
msec (du
(du Lac
Lac et
et aI.,
1995), implying
implying that
that this
this cerebel
cerebel
lar
lar structure
structure cannot
cannot be
be completely
completely responsible
responsible for
for VOR
VOR
gain changes
Ho, 1972).
gain
changes (in
(in contrast
contrast to
to Ito,
1972). However,
However, the
the fir
fir
ing
ing pattern
pattern of
of HGVP
HGVP cells
cells is
is consistent
consistent with
with changes
changes in
in
VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation levels.
levels. Since
Since HGVP
HGVP cells
cells do
do not
not directly
directly
project
project to
to the
the extra-ocular
extra-ocular motor
motor neurons
neurons and,
and, instead,
instead,
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of HGVP
HGVP
serve to
serve
to inhibit
inhibit the
the FTN
FTN cells,
cells, an
an implication
implication of
of ac
ac
cells in
cells
in VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation would
would predict
predict aa lowering
lowering of
tivity when
tivity
when the
the gain
gain is
is high
high and
and an
an increase
increase in
in activity
activity when
when
low. Indeed,
& Eighmy,
Eighmy,
the
the gain
gain is
is low.
Indeed, this
this is
is the
the case
case (Miles
(Miles &
1980).
1980).
However, in
However,
in addition
addition to
to the
the latency
latency problem,
problem, there
there is
is
another
another reason
reason that
that adaptation
adaptation cannot
cannot be
be completely
completely in
in
of eye
eye move
move
the
the cerebellum.
cerebellum. Once
Once the
the feedback
feedback effects
effects of
of HGVP
HGVP cells
cells
ments are
ments
are controlled,
controlled, the
the firing
firing pattern
pattern of
more activity,
activity,
reverses; higher
reverses;
higher adapted
adapted gains
gains result
result in
in more
lower in
lower
in less
less activity.
activity. This
This somewhat
somewhat paradoxical
paradoxical result
result
merely
merely implies
implies that
that the
the HGVP
HGVP cells
cells or
or their
their inputs
inputs can
can
not
not be
be completely
completely responsible
responsible for
for adaptation.
adaptation. According
According
to
to computer
computer simulations,
simulations, HGVP
HGVP cells
cells show
show the
the expected
expected
of response
response as
as long
long as
as inputs
inputs to
to FTN
FTN cells
cells are
are also
also
pattern
pattern of
changed,
changed, and
and the
the changes
changes to
to the
the inputs
inputs to
to the
the HGVP
HGVP cells
cells
involve
involve both
both temporal
temporal and
and magnitude
magnitude dimensions
dimensions (Lis
(Lis
berger, 1994).
1994).
of VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation effects
effects is
is often
often
The
The neural
neural locus
locus of
thought to
thought
to be
be the
the flocculus
flocculus of
ofthe
the cerebellum
cerebellum (Ho,
(Ito, Shiida,
Shiida,
& Yamamoto,
Yamamoto, 1974),
1974), although
although some
some evidence
evidence sug
sug
Yagi, &
Yagi,
gests that
gests
that recalibration
recalibration occurs
occurs outside
outside this
this structure
structure and
and
transmitted through
through it
it (Lisberger
(Lisberger &
& Fuchs,
Fuchs,
is merely
is
merely transmitted
1977). In
1977).
In either
either case,
case, no
no neural
neural structure
structure has
has yet
yet been
been
identified with
identified
with the
the capacity
capacity to
to represent
represent aa recalibration
recalibration
signal
signal on
on aa long-term
long-term basis
basis at
at the
the same
same time
time as
as another
another
of course,
course, is
is
calibration is
calibration
is being
being implemented,
implemented, which,
which, of
ofthe
the VOR
VOR requires.
requires.
precisely what
precisely
what dual
dual adaptation
adaptation of
Adaptive generalization.
Adaptive
generalization. The
The present
present investigation
investigation
has demonstrated
has
demonstrated that
that VOR
VOR adaptation
adaptation is
is more
more compli
compli
cated than
cated
than simply
simply resetting
resetting an
an internal
internal gain,
gain, since
since it
it is
is
possible
possible for
for the
the system
system to
to adapt
adapt to
to two
two different
different gains
gains si
si
the other
other hand,
hand, such
such dual
dual adaptation
adaptation
On the
multaneously.
multaneously. On
does not
not appear
appear to
to represent
represent aa generalized
generalized increase
increase in
in the
the
does
ability to
to adapt
adapt to
to other
other atypical
atypical target/head
target/head gains,
gains, since
since
ability
theform of
of adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization could
could
no
no "savings"
"savings" in
in the·form
be demonstrated
be
demonstrated when
when dual-adapted
dual-adapted subjects
subjects were
were ex
ex
posed to
posed
to aa novel
novel gain
gain (1.00).
(1.00). Perhaps
Perhaps this
this failure
failure to
to find
find
adaptive
adaptive generalization
generalization is
is related
related to
to the
the finding
finding that
that VOR
VOR
adaptation
adaptation is
is subject
subject to
to aa relatively
relatively steep
steep generalization
generalization
gradient
gradient when
when tested
tested at
at head-turning
head-turning frequencies
frequencies differ
differ
ing
ing from
from the
the one
one for
for which
which adaptation
adaptation was
was initially
initially ac
ac
& Optican,
Optican, 1983).
1983).
quired
quired (Lisberger,
(Lisberger, Miles,
Miles, &
Implications for
Implications
for preßight
preflight adaptation
adaptation training.
training. The
The
ofthe
the VOR
VOR has
has important
important implications
implications
dual adaptability
dual
adaptability of
prejlight
for
for current
current attempts
attempts to
to provide
provide astronauts
astronauts with
with preflight
adaptation training
adaptation
training (PAT).
(PAT). In
In general,
general, PAT
PAT entails
entails using
using
computer-controlled simulators
computer-controlled
simulators to
to create
create and
and expose
expose as
as
tronauts
tronauts to
to the
the sensory
sensory and
and sensory-motor
sensory-motor conflicts
conflicts they
they
will
will experience
experience when
when they
they finally
finally encounter
encounter the
the hypo
hypo
ofEarth
Earth orbit
orbit or
or on
on aa trip
trip to
to extraterrestrial
extraterrestrial bod
bod
gravity
gravity of
ies such
ies
such as
as the
the Moon
Moon or
or Mars
Mars (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Parker,
Parker, Reschke,
Reschke,
& Lichtenberg,
Lichtenberg, 1986).
1986). Perhaps
Perhaps the
the most
most
Ouyang, Arrott,
Ouyang,
Arrott, &
conflicts are
are those
those involving
involving the
the visual
visual
important ofthese
important
ofthese conflicts
vestibular system,
vestibular
system, whose
whose disruption
disruption in
in microgravity
microgravity has
has
space
been implicated
been
implicated in
in certain
certain visual
visual illusions,
illusions, as
as well
weil as
as space
motion sickness
motion
sickness (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Crampton,
Crampton, 1990;
1990; Reason
Reason &
&
Brand,
Brand, 1975).
1975). However,
However, since
since practical
practical considerations
considerations

PAT will
just be
be
will be
be administered
administered just
make
make it
it unlikely
unlikely that
that PAT
of
fore lift-off,
fore
lift-off, it
it is
is important
important that
that astronauts
astronauts be
be capable
capable of
retaining their
retaining
their adaptation
adaptation for
for weeks
weeks or,
or, perhaps,
perhaps, months
months
of substantial
substantial intervening
intervening normal
normal
beforehand,
beforehand, in
in the
the face
face of
visual-vestibular experience.
visual-vestibular
experience. Dual
Dual adaptation
adaptation is,
is, by
by de
de
of such
such long-lasting
long-lasting retention.
retention. The
The
finition, an
finition,
an example
example of
PAT that
that may
may be
be
specific, albeit
specific,
albeit tentative,
tentative, conclusions
conclusions for
for PAT
drawn from
drawn
from the
the present
present results
results are
are that
that (1)
(1) the
the astronaut
astronaut
must be
be exposed
exposed to
to the
the simulated
simulated visual
visual
in-training
in-training must
vestibular conflicts
vestibular
conflicts in
in an
an active
active manner
manner and
and (2)
(2) on
on the
the
of the
the present
present failure
failure to
to obtain
obtain adaptive
adaptive general
general
basis
basis of
ization, these
ization,
these conflicts
conflicts must
must be
be as
as closely
closely matched
matched as
as pos
pos
sible
sible to
to those
those they
they will
will actually
actually experience
experience in
in space.
space.
The
The visual-vestibular
visual-vestibular mismatch
mismatch in
in space,
space, however,
however, is
is
of linear
linear rather
rather than
than rotary
rotary motion.
motion. That
That
primarily
primarily one
one of
is, the
is,
the rotary
rotary gains
gains for
for visual
visual images
images remain
remain the
the same
same in
in
on the
space
space as
as on
the ground,
ground, to
to the
the extent
extent that
that they
they originate
originate
in
in the
the semicircular
semicircular canals,
canals, since
since the
the canals
canals are
are relatively
relatively
the other
other hand,
hand, the
the
unaffected by
unaffected
by changes
changes in
in gravity.
gravity. On
On the
otolith organs
organs do
do respond
respond to
to gravity
gravity and
and are,
are, therefore,
therefore,
otolith
greatly influenced
influenced by
by its
its absence.
absence. Lack
Lack of
of the
the normal
normal
greatly
gravity vector
gravity
vector to
to sum
sum with
with linear
linear acceleration
acceleration vectors
vectors in
in
the otoliths
the
otoliths means
means that
that every
every head
head displacement
displacement is
is ac
ac
companied by
companied
by an
an otolith
otolith vector
vector in
in aa direction
direction exactly
exactly op
op
of acceleration.
acceleration. As
As aa result,
result, un
un
posite
posite to
to the
the direction
direction of
just
adapted astronauts
adapted
astronauts (or
(or adapted
adapted astronauts
astronauts who
who have
have just
returned to
returned
to Earth)
Earth) feel
feel that
that their
their heads
heads are
are tilting
tilting with
with
every translational
every
translational movement
movement (see,
(see, e.g.,
e.g., Parker
Parker et
et aI.,
al.,
1986). Therefore,
1986).
Therefore, for
for the
the most
most direct
direct application
application to
to the
the
of weightlessness
weightlessness during
during manned
manned space
space flight,
flight,
problems
problems of
vestibular plasticity
plasticity of
ofthe
the sort
sort performed
performed
an
an analysis
analysis of
ofvestibular
here should
here
should be
be carried
carried out
out with
with linear
linear acceleration.
acceleration. Such
Such
an analysis
an
analysis is
is currently
currently underway
underway in
in our
our laboratory.
laboratory.
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NOTE
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